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DETERMINATION OF THE DECOMPOSITION TIME OF HEXOGEN

UNDER THE EFFECT OF SMOCK WAVES

by

I. U. Voakoboinlkov, V. N. Bogomolov, A. D. Msrgolin,
and A. Ia. Apin

ABSTRAC7

A method for determining the decomposition delay after
the action of a plane, flat-topped shock wave upon hexogen

is described. A layer of hexogen was set on one surface of
a polished metal plate with precisely parallel surfaces.
The other surface of the plate waa mounted on the end of a
booster charge. The thickness of the metal plate was chosen
ao that a shock wave entering the hexogen would have uniform
pressure over a given time interval. When the shock wave
ran through the hexogen layer and reached the free surface,
a rarefaction wave (characterized by decreasing pressure and
temperature) formed and ran in the opposite direction. If
the delay in initiation was longer than the time required
for circulation of shock and rarefaction waves (back and
forth) through the hexogen, an explosion did not occur. The
critical thicknesses, hcritj of the hexogen layers in which
explosions occur, were determined. Shock waves of various
intensities were applied. The delay time waa determined by

T* Ihcrit/D (D+C-U)/C ,

where C is the velocity of sound in compressed matter, D is
the velocity of the shock wave, and U ia the maas flow veloc-
ity behind the shock wave. Determination of decomposition
delay in explosive mixtures (under the action of pressurea

greater than 100 kbar) was based on analysis of the depen-
dence of the detonation rate upon the cartridge diameter.
Experimental results obtained for compressed and crystallized
hexogen initiated by shock waves with intensities of 120 to
205 kbar are presented and diocusaed.

Resolution of many important questions about

the theory of detonation of condensed exploaivea

depends on an understanding of the decomposition

procesaee of exploaivea at shock-wave preaaures

from tens to hundreds of kilobars. The temperature

in shock waves at such pressures exceeds those usu-

ally encountered in studies of thermal decomposition

by a factor of two of three.

The proposed method utilizing hexogen attempta

to elucidate some obscure facets of this problem.

I. A method for measuring delay times in the

decomposition of explosives under the effect of

plane shock wavea is presented schematically in

Fig. 1. The (single crystal of the)* explosive

to be studied was mounted on the polished surface

of a plane-parallel metal attenuator plate which,

in turn, waa mounted on a donor explosive charge.

A constant pressure was maintained in the tent

exploalve by proper selection of the metal thick-

*From the description, one of the editors believes
that single crystala were used, but this is not
specifically stated in the original.
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Fig. 1. Test setup for measuring decomposition time
of explosive- in shock wavea. 1. per-

cussion cap, 2. lens for shaping plane
front, 3. explosive charge, 4. metal
plate, 5. hexogen layer.

neos. The shock wave traversed the explosive to

the free surface, then a rarefaction propagated

backwarda, reducing the pressure and temperature in

the explosive. If a reaction had not developed in

the test ●xplosive before the shock wave hit the

free surface, the rarefaction wave significantly

decreamed the decomposition rate, and detonation

did not occur. The reaction process, identified aa

a detectable light flash upon detonation of the

explosive, was recorded by ● streak camera. If no

flanh was observed, it was assumed that the reaction

time was greater than the reverberation time of the

wave through the layer of explosive (paasage of the

#hock wave and return of the rarefaction wave).

The critical thickness, hcrit, at which the explo-

sive still detonated was determined for several

shock presaurea.

Very small delays in semple decomposition can

be measured by thit method. The maximum sample

thickness (and, consequently, the delay time) waa

limited by the charge dimensions and the speed of

lateral rarefactions. In these testn, the sample

diameter war significantly greater that ita thick-

neaa. Some overestimate of the critical thickness

is possible when it exceeds 3 can because the pres-

sure ●t the back boundary can decreaae by 5%.

The graph (Fig. 2) of the propagation of the

shock wave through the sample shows that the re-

lationship between the decomposition time, T, and

h
crit ‘s

‘crit ID + C - U~ ,
7-—

D c

where D is the shock velocity, C is the sound ve-

locity in the compressed material, ●nd U la ths

particlo velocity behind the shock front.

Without increasing

we will aamam that D =

2

the

c.
error by moro than 5%,

The relationship can

Fig. 2. Propagation of shock waves through a
hexogen mmple. DM is the velocity of
the shock wave in metal.

then ba simplified to

Figure 3

tionmhip

nhowa the experimentally measured rela-

between T and the initial pressure for

both crystalline (single-crystal?) hexogen and
3 1,2

hexogen pressed to a density of 1.80 g/cm .

The significant divergence of the curves be-

low 180 kbar indicates that the temperature rise

in the single-crystal material is due only to

adiabatic heating, while in the pressed material

reaction can occur in the Inhomogeneities, causing

a reduction in T ●t low pressures.

II. The model uced for measuring the delay

time in decomposition of an ●xplosive at praaaurcs

abova 100 kbar lo based on an analyais of the de-

~ psec

u \,

2

48 .,

u + \

44 b
I

a ‘

4 ‘
m 150 16ff 170 /..0 /’96’ 200 p, kbar

Fig. 3. Dependence of hexogen decomposition tires

on intensity (p) of

preeaed hexogan, 2.
0,0- firat method,

shock wave. 1. for
for hexogen crystals,

x- ●econd rnthod.
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pendence of the detonation velocity, D, on the

charge diameter for mixed explosive. It has been

obeerved for a number of mixed exploaivea that the

detonation velocity ie independent of charge dia-

meter over a limited diameter range. ‘Ihie veloc-

ity is called the “pseudo-ideal” detonation veloc-

ity, and fe related to a etepwiae progreee of the

reaction within the detonation wave. The delay

time for a particular etep ia characterized by

the charge diameter, d
1’

at which the detonation

velocity begins to increase rapidly with increasing

charge diameter (e.g., decomposition of one of the

components or a slow etep in the decomposition of

one of the fuel oxidizer mixtures).

Apin3 determined the dependence of detonation

velocity on the charge diameter for 1.0- to 1.6-mm

hexogen particles euepended in a solution of vary-

ing amounts of Plexiglas (polymethyl methacrylate),

tetranitromethane, and nitrobenzene. ArI Apin re-

ported, the diameter at which the detonation veloc-

ity begins to increase depends upon the detonation

preaeure of the liquid phase. When an inert salt

wae eubetituted for the hexogen, the pseudo-ideal

velocity for the liquid phaae waa obtained, in-

dicating that the increaae in velocity wae caused

by the energy contributed by the hexogen.

The rapid settling of coarse particles, which

created difficulties in the preparation of sus-

pensions, was circumvented by firet pouring the

powdered explosive (particle size 2.5 to 5.4 nun)

into the charge aeeembly and then flooding with

the liquid phase.

The dependence of the detonation velocity, D,

on the charge diameter, d, obtained for these ays-

tenm in given in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows Apin’s3

results. The detonation pressure of the liquid

explosive is shown on each curve.

By comparing the graphs, one can conclude that

the charge diameter, dl, for coarse crystalline

hexogen depends exclusively on the detonation

pressure of the liquid explosive, not on the hexo-

gen content. This concluefon ia acceptable only

when the hexogen grains are flooded with liquid

explosive having a emall failure diameter.

If one asmmea that the preaaure decay behind

the detonation wave ia the acme for t- explosives

with the ●ae initial denaitiea and detonation

velocities, and that decompomitfon of hexogen is ●

4 m/see +178 kbar

7W
II I I

am 1 n .$.+ u I 1

P
5 f5 23 35 45 d,lmn

Fig. 4. Dependence of detonation rate on charge
diameter of mixed explosives.
1- 2.5- to 5.8-Imu hexogen grains and a
35/65 mixture of tetranitromethane with
TNT; 2 - 88/12 mixture of tetranltro-
methane with nitrobenzene; 3 - 92/8 mix-
ture of tetranitromethane with nitro-
benxene.

monotonic function of pressure above some critical

point, the following can be noted: ‘l’hedelays in

decomposition of hexogen in the liquid explosives

etudied are in the ratloe of 8:3:2 for detonation

preeaurea of 180, 190, and 205 kbar. For prea-

ourea above 220 kbar, no peeudo-ideal velocity

corresponding to the dalay in hexogen decomposition

waa observed.

The delay in decomposition of hexogen in a

detonation wave is determined not only by the de-

tonation preaaure of the liquid explosive but also

by the drop in preaaure behind the detonation

front. Therefore, the observed ratios cannot be

used to determine an accurate single value for the

preseure. However, the ratloa can be considered

approximately correct by taking into account the

strong dependence of T on preaeure, and the fact

that the pressure drop behind the detonation wave

~m/sec n

naa —

1

180kbar

ma
T

I , I I J
# 24 44 6&’ @lm

Fig. 5. Dependence of mixed explosive detonation
rate on charge diameter.
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depends primarily on the charge diameter. Also

note the extremely small dependence of the value

of dl (within experimental limits) on the material

and thickness of the container for the mixtures

examined. This confirms the assumptions of

quenching of the hexogen decomposition reaction

within the grain volume when a very small pressure

reduction occurs behind the detonation front of a

liquid explosive.

It is interesting to compare the critical time

results obtained by the two methods.* For compari-

son, we will assume that the values of T determined

by the tw methods coincide at a preaaure of 205

kbar, as the necond method provides only the rela-

tive time of the delays (see Fig. 3). Note that

the pressure range is small. The delays at press-

ures above 210 kbar are small, and at pressures

below 180 to 170 kbar the delay increases rapidly;

i.e., the difference between the two methods is in-

significant. Both methods show that there fa a

strong dependence between the decomposition time

of crystalline hexogen and the applied pressure.

*(Ed. note. At this point the author wants to
compare the results obtained by observing the
initiation as described in Part I to the results

obtained in Part II. The results of Part II are
not absolute, but must be compared by scaling).

Our results indicate that for a pressure of

180 kbar and a decomposition time of 0.5 ksec, the

charge diameter should be fAOmm to permit the de-

composition of hexogen. Using the ratio dl/2D to

calculate the reaction time for a charge of critical

diameter, Iu. B. Khariton reports a value of 3 Msec,

i.e. , of a different order from our results for de-

composition under the effect of shock waves. Ap-

parently, the calculation of reaction times based

on Khariton’s theory, using values of dl and dcrit
,.

should be assuned erroneoun.
+
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